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Bridge Committee 
 Eta Kappa Nu, Mu Chapter 

 290 Cory Hall 
 University of California, Berkeley 

 Berkeley, CA 94720 
 Tel.: (510) 642-7346 

 E-mail: bridge@hkn.eecs.berkeley.edu 

 
BRIDGE Magazine 
Eta Kappa Nu Association 
P.O. Box 3535 
Lisle, IL 60532 
 

Dear BRIDGE Editors,

It is with great honor and pleasure that we present this annual summation of the activities and 
accomplishments of the Mu Chapter of Eta Kappa Nu at the University of California, Berkeley during the 
2007-2008 school year. It is our hope that through this report we are able to share the immense pride we 
have in our work, our chapter, and our representation of Eta Kappa Nu to the community.

While improving and expanding the services Mu Chapter already offers to students, faculty, and the 
community, this year we set new goals to aspire to. Beginning with hosting the Fall 2007 HKN Student 
Leadership conference, Mu Chapter pursued a more active role in Eta Kappa Nu at the national level. 
Meanwhile we worked to improve ourselves from within. Throughout the year we focused on strengthening 
the bonds between all members of Mu Chapter and worked hard to improve member participation and 
alumni outreach. Our goal was to not only to make our chapter the organization we all knew it could be, 
but also to help bring this sense of self to the national organization.

In order to properly describe the various aspects of the previous year, we have divided the report into 
several categories:

I)  2007 Student Leadership Conference – Information concerning the national 2007 Eta Kappa 
Nu leadership conference, hosted by Mu Chapter

II) Service – Details regarding all activities pertaining to Mu Chapters service to students, the  
department, and the community as a whole.

III) Outreach – Description of Mu Chapters continuing work to reach out to other HKN chapters, 
and other general and engineering student organizations, industry and alumni.

IV) Social – Everything you ever wanted to know about the fun side of HKN. This section contains 
information regarding social and sporting events within the member and candidate community.
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V)	 Official	 Business	 –	 Information	 concerning	 activities	 relating	 to	 the	 perpetuation	 of	 Mu	
Chapter. Meetings, elections, and the like can all be found here.

VI) Statistics – The raw numbers of Mu Chapter including dates, participation levels, and the total 
time spent in both preparation and enjoyment of all events.

The	first	page	of	each	section	provides	an	excellent	summary	of	the	events	contained	within,	while	the	
rest	of	the	section	provides	a	more	in-depth	look	at	specific	events	and	their	content.	Also,	the	calendar	of	
events provided at the end of the yearbook will provide additional reference to the activities of Mu Chapter.

Through	this	report	we	hope	that	you	will	understand	the	effort	our	members	and	officers	put	into	our	
beloved Mu Chapter and how this effort is transferred into giving back to the department, fellow students, 
and in turn, to the Chapter.

Sincerely,

The Mu Chapter Bridge Committee

Matthew Ekstrand-Abueg     Kyung yul Lim

Brandon Myers      Paul Pearce
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HKN  Student 

HKN members from all over the country mingle over 
dinner at the welcome mixer Friday Night.

Attendees were treated to several interesting presenta-
tions over the course of the conference, including the 
one featured here about leadership and responsibility 
by Meltwater CEO Jorn Lygseggen.

In Fall 2007, Mu Chapter had the oppor-
tunity to host a student leadership confer-
ence. On October 26-27, representatives 
from Arizona State University, Califor-
nia State University, Los Angeles, New 
Mexico State University, the University 
of  Texas, Arlington, and the University of  
Washington, attended “Making a Differ-
ence: Leadership Through Innovation” at 
the University of  California, Berkeley. A 
welcome mixer the evening before the con-
ference gave everyone the chance to get to 
know each other over food and conversa-
tion.

The next morning started with a presen-
tation by Jorn Lygseggen, founder, and 
CEO of  Meltwater Group. He provided 
insights into growing global companies 
and leadership, particularly encourag-
ing ambition, exceeding goals, and tak-
ing responsibility for one’s actions. He 
also extended an offer for a fellowship to 
teach in Ghana. Next, Dr. Steven Good-
nick, HKN board member and now Vice 
President, spoke about the integration be-
tween fields, particularly bio, nanoscale, 
information, environment, and energy, in 
cutting-edge research and technology.

Leadership   Conference
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Photo scavenger hunt winner, Team Bevo, 
stops to look for the location of the next 

Mu	Chapter	Bridge	officer	Jerry	entertains	
guests by juggling more than 15 balloons!

Conference visitors enjoy delicious mediter-
ranean cuisine during the closing banquet 
dinner.

Following the presentations, Mu Chapter shared 
one of  its most popular fun events: the Photo 
Scavenger Hunt. HKNers from different chap-
ters teamed up to compete in a scramble across 
campus to take the best photos of  the most 
clues, ranging from Berkeley landmarks to mov-
ie re-enactments. A delicious lunch was waiting 
for the hungry competitors when they returned 
from the hunt.

Afterwards, attendees got the opportunity to 
take a special tour of  Lawrence Berkeley Na-
tional Laboratory, where incredible research 
has been and continues to be conducted.
A panel of  Mu Chapter Industrial Relations of-
ficers and representatives from Meltwater held a 
discussion about how HKN chapters can inter-
act with industry effectively to benefit both par-
ties. Mu and Gamma Chi then led a discussion 

on chapter management and development in-
cluding topics like maintaining member involve-
ment, and managing efficient external commu-
nication. Smaller chapters got a chance to share 
ideas about how to keep chapters active. The eve-
ning keynote speaker, Dr. Chenming Hu, gave 
an interesting presentation about the technical 
advances in transistors and shared his expertise 
in both academia and industry. Following was a 
closing banquet in the Lipman Room at the top 
floor of  Barrows Hall, with a magnificent night 
view of  the San Francisco Bay.

Leadership   Conference
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Services
Perhaps what Mu Chapter takes 

the most pride in is our long 
standing tradition of service to both 
our department and the community 
as a whole. We feel giving back to 
the organizations that have given 
so much to us is possibly the most 
important function our chapter pro-
vides. This year we have expanded 
this aspect of our activities, and 
have chronicled our work here.

In service of the Berkeley EECS 
Department, we continued our 
program of administering course 
surveys to all Electrical Engineer-
ing and Computer Science cours-
es, improved our tutoring program, 
and expanded our online exam 
database. In terms of community 
involvement, we branched out to 
helping children become interested 
in science and engineering, while 
also running more traditional com-
munity service activities such as 
environmental cleanup and charity 
fundraising.
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Services
Atom Science Club

Mu Chapter candidate Noah explains basic 
EE concepts to the students from the ATOM 
science club.

Industrial	 Relations	 officer	 Judy	 gives	 chil-
dren an intuitive sense of how LEDs work.

Mu Chapter member Peter shows off his robot car 
from  EE192 Mechatronic Design Lab.

In the Spring, Mu Chapter, in conjunction with 
IEEE, reached out to local elementary school 
children, inviting approximately 50 students 
from the ATOM (Adventures Through Open 
Minds) Science Club to join us for a day of  
interactive learning. While here, ATOM club 
members and their families visited several offi-
cer- and candidate-led workshops, each empha-
sizing different E&M concepts such as static 
electricity and circuit design. During the hands-
on workshop, Mu Chapter volunteers worked 
with groups of  2-3 children, allowing them to 
get experience with breadboards, LEDs, and 
resistors in small labs designed to demonstrate 
series and parallel configurations.

The hands-on involvement and enthusi-
asm of  the club created an experience as 
rewarding for Mu Chapter as it was for 
the students.
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Renew the Zoo

Computing	Services	officer	Brian	
carries tools between job sites at 
the zoo.

This spring, Mu Chapter continued its participation 
in the “Renew the Zoo” community service event at 
the San Francisco Zoo. We started off  the day with 
a vigorous dance warm-up and then headed off  to 
a corner of  the park to start working. Members, of-
ficers, and candidates donned gloves, shovels, rakes, 
and hoes to clear out overgrowth and beautify the pe-
rimeter of  the zoo.  It was great to see so many people 
working hard to rejuvenate a verdant public space.
Our volunteers were commended on a job well done; 
each volunteer got a complimentary day-pass for en-
trance into the zoo, ride ticket, and drink. Afterwards, 
we stayed to see the animals and take a ride on the ex-
hilarating Lil’ Puffer Train.

Mu Chapter candidate Guan Xi Chen shows 
off the non-native plant he has just removed.

Earth Day Creek Clean up

Mu	Chapter	officers	and	candidates	pull	out	
harmful weeds to help native plants grow.

To keep the natural environment in near-
by Oakland clean and healthy, Mu Chapter 
members and candidates volunteered to help 
clean the Escher Creek Bed.

Our volunteers, through diligent hours of  
work, helped preserve the native plant species 
and removed the cement bed on the bottom 
of  the creek. At the end of  the day, it was re-
warding to see the creek back to its magnifi-
cent beauty.
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Services
Each semester Mu Chapter candidates and of-
ficers showcase their culinary prowess for the 
benefit of  the amazing UC Berkeley EECS de-
partmental staff. This year, continuing this great 
tradition, our dedicated Department Relations 
officers delivered baked goods to the staff. These 
events give officers and candidates a chance to 
interact in a more creative and informal setting, 
while providing a great service to the depart-
ment that gives so much to our chapter. 

Staff Appreciation 
Bakeoff

Engineering For 
Kids Day

Mu Chapter’s Student Relations Committee 
organized their First Annual Engineering 
for Kids Day in the spring.  We partnered 
up with a host of  other engineering societies 
and contacted local elementary schools to 
invite their students to Berkeley for a day to 
see what engineering is all about.  We put on 

activities ranging from building bottle rock-
ets to creating electrical circuits to powering 
model cars with solar panels.  The event was 
loved by parents and children alike, and we 
are looking forward to doing it again next 
year. Children visiting Berkeley intently watch 

our Van de Graff Generator in action.

Mu	Chapter	 candidates	 and	 officers	 prepare	
cakes and cupcakes with electrical engineer-
ing icing diagrams.

Vice President Nir explains some of the engi-
neering concepts to a group of students.
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To help raise awareness of  Breast Cancer, 
Mu Chapter volunteers helped with the 
annual “Making Strides Against Breast 
Cancer” fundraising event of  the Ameri-
can Cancer Society. Mu Chapter came out 
to Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, 
guiding and cheering participants through 
checkpoints, gathering trash, and helping 
clean up after the event. Despite the cold 
October weather, everyone felt warm in 
their hearts having helped a good cause.

Making Strides Against 
Breast Cancer

Officers,	candidates,	and	members	cheer	on	the	
participants as they walk past a checkpoint.

Student Pie Runs

Mu Chapter candidate Matt rushes towards the pies 
to regain strength to carry on with his project.

Mu	Chapter	officers	Nir	and	Keaton	take	a	break	
from their CS162 project to enjoy the treat.

HKN and Microsoft conducted a spon-
sored pie run in which our officers brought 
pies from nearby restaurant Nation’s for 
CS162 (Berkeley’s Operating Systems and 
System Programming course) students 
working on their project late at night. We 

provide these surprise visits throughout 
the semester for the most heavily loaded 
courses of  Berkeley’s EECS major, part-
nering with a variety of  larger high tech 
firms like Google  and Microsoft. Stacks 
of  pies or boxes of  donuts from our Stu-
dent Relations committee never fail to 
raise the spirits of  the tired and weary 
students plugging away in the labs, and 
remind them to eat something!
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Services
Peer Advising

Continuing a recent tradition, Mu 
Chapter held peer advising sessions to 
assist students in their choices of  class-
es, research, and internships.  The ses-
sions, sponsored by the Department of  
Engineering, are especially intended to 

Mu	Chapter	 Officer	Mehd	Abderezai	 talks	with	 EECS	
students about choosing classes and professors.

provide a student’s perspective on which 
classes are important, which professors 
are helpful, and what courses are impor-
tant for jobs and graduate school. 

Mu Chapter members discuss their research experi-
ence	to	benefit	members	of	the	EECS	student	body.

Officers	 lead	a	review	session	for	EE20N,	a	class	on	
basic Signals and Systems concepts.

Tutoring

All of  our officers dedicate 2 to 3 hours per 
week to enable us to provide free, one-on-
one drop-in tutoring in EECS and general 
technical courses.  All students are wel-
come in either of  our two offices Monday-
Friday, 11am-5pm, to find help with new 
concepts from class or guidance on home-
work, projects, and exam preparation.
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Exam Files

During each semester, copies of  nearly all 
the exams from EECS courses are collected 
and converted to PDF format to be post-
ed to our website for all students to review 
with.  As a result of  our collective effort, we 
are able to offer a large archive of  problems 
and solutions for students to utilize while 
studying for examinations. 

Course Surveys

As the end of  the semester nears, Mu 
Chapter candidates administer EECS 
departmental course surveys to all 
classes. The surveys, which allow stu-
dent evaluation of  professors, teaching 
assistants, course content, and overall 

Officer	Jared	prepares	an	exam	to	add	to	our	
extensive online exam database.

Ingrid,	Mu	Chapter	officer,	helps	organize	and	clean	up	
exam	files	for	scanning	and	adding	to	the	database.

EECS	students	fill	out	course	surveys	administered	by	
HKN Mu Chapter’s candidates.

experience, are highly valued for both future students planning their class lists 
and the EECS department as a whole for assessment of  faculty and courses.
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Social
Once in a while Mu Chapter 

members need to take a break 
from studies.  Social events provide 
opportunities to relax and have fun, 
as well as the chance for members to 
form new friendships and strengthen 
old ones.

Mu	 Chapter	 officers	 exercise	 their	
creativity in planning enjoyable and 
worthwhile experiences to engage 
all members.  A combination of im-
proved old favorites, such as photo 
scavenger hunt, and new additions, 
such as rock climbing, made for a 
fun semester for everyone. 

Whether it’s an ice cream social 
to getting people to mingle with a 
common love for frozen treats or a 
game	of	capture-the-flag	that	brings	
people together through teamwork 
and competition, a good social event 
gets candidates and members to meet 
people and feel welcomed and helps 
building a stronger, more cohesive 
chapter.
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Social

Mu Chapter Officers baked, boiled, sautéed, 
and fried to bring together our Members at 
our semi-annual Members’ Potlucks. Shar-
ing pastas, brownies, cornbread, and soup 
also gives us a chance to see old friends, 
make sure members are aware of  everything 
the chapter is doing this semester, and wel-
come everyone back to school.

Member Potluck

Factory Tour
Each semester Mu Chapter takes members 
and candidates to a local candy factory to 
indulge everyone’s sweet tooth, and have an 
afternoon of  fun. This Fall the factory of  
choice was Jelly Belly, and in the Spring it 
was Scharffenberger. At each factory, mem-
bers and candidates experienced the inner 
workings of  the candy giants, from mixing 

to wrapping to information on the manufac-
turing process. At the end of  the tours, all 
were treated with free samples of  the sweet 
confections.

Our vice president Lahini enjoys taking a  
picture with the cute Jelly Belly mascot.

Members	 and	 Officers	 together	 socialize	 as	
they	check	out	 the	variety	of	 foods	 the	offi-
cers made.

Sweet chocolate brings sweet smiles! Mu 
Chapter takes a picture in front of the Scharf-
fenberger chocolate factory.
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Photo Scavenger Hunt
One of  the biggest Mu Chapter social events, 
the semi-annual photo scavenger hunt event 
never fails to encourage teamwork and bond-
ing between members and candidates. Par-
ticipants are divided up into several groups 
that scatter around campus solving clues and 
searching the University. Teams must take a 
picture of  the object with every one of  their 
group members in it.

After running around campus taking crazy pic-
tures, Mu Chapter members get to look forward to 
a delicious BBQ. While enjoying the tasty burgers, 
the groups are judged by the correctness, creativity, 
and humor of  their photos and must defend against 
derisive misinterpretations of  their clue-inspired 
artwork. The winning group receives prizes as well 
as bragging rights until the next Photo Scavenger 
Hunt.

“Double your team!” Vice President Nir’s 
group solves the clue by cleverly utilizing a 
mirror.

Team	 Postal	Workers	 find	 the	 an-
swer to a clue in the Valley Life and 
Science Building of Berkeley.

At their first social event, Mu Chapter can-
didates meet over a tasty gelato.  This event 
is designed as a way to make candidates feel 
more comfortable with each other by provid-
ing a chance to do some fun activities and 
earn candidate challenges.  It is also a good 
opportunity for them to meet the officers in a 
casual setting over a yummy treat.

Ice Cream Social

Candidates enjoy talking about their interests. 
Our	Computing	Services	Officer	Jared,	seems	
quite camera conscious.
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Social
Rock Climbing

This Spring, Mu Chapter began a tradition that 
let members show that they can scale more than 
just a vector -- indoor rock climbing. Candidates 
and officers took to the walls at the local Iron 
Works Gym, where more experienced chap-
ter members helped beginners work out, while 
staying safe. Members both climbed the walls 
and spotted climbers from the ground, helping 
to build teamwork and communication.
The evening came to a close with a challenge 

designed to exercise officers’ minds as well 
as their bodies: the task of  solving a Rubik’s 
cube one handed once they reached the top.

Ice Skating

The ice welcomed candidates and offi-
cers tearing it up, or at least trying not 
to fall, at the nearby Oakland Ice Center.  
Among those skating and clinging to the 
walls were lines of  HKNers showing off  
their dance skills.

The	Mu	Chapter	officers,	members	as	well	as	
candidates all take a picture in the Iron Works 
Gym after a great workout.

Computing	 Services	 officer	Ryan	 shows	 off	
the Rubik’s cube he had just solved while 
hanging onto the top.

Mu Chapter Candidate Suraj shows off his 
dance skills in front of a crowd on ice.
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Bowling

The late night bowling trip was a great way 
for HKNers to escape the stress of  midterms 
and focus their energy on throwing strikes and 
having fun. The comfortable atmosphere and 
mix of  candidates, members, and officers on 
each lane, ensured that everybody made new 
friends.

Teams cheer for their bowlers whether they 
are returning from a successful bowl or a gut-
ter ball.

Mini-Golfing

The final scores were generally low, but com-
panionship and good times ran high. After-
wards, sleepy members prolonged the night a 
little further with a friendly invasion of  Na-
tion’s Giant Hamburgers.

Our	 Activities	 officer	 Wayne	 celebrates	 as	
Bridge	 officer	 Arpad	 comes	 back	 from	 a	
strike.

A Mu Chapter member at-
tempts	a	difficult	putt	through	
the narrow entrance of a pa-
goda.

Mu Chapter enjoyed a calm Sunday afternoon on the 
mini-golf  course. We battled through windmills, loops, 

Towards the center of the volcano! Will you 
be too short or too far? Mu Chapter members 
watch as another tries the challenge.

pagodas, and sinkholes to 
show off  our putting skills 
or lack thereof.  Whack-
ing away at colored balls 
helped bring candidates 
and officers together at 
a less-strenuous sporting 
event and gave a break 
from the pressures of  
midterms.
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Social
Paintball

This Spring Mu Chapter began a new tradition of  
allowing candidates to vent their frustration on 
officers by shooting them with small projectiles 
filled with paint. Some might call this violence, 
but we prefer to call it HKN Paintball. Not only 
did this event allow members, officers, and candi-
dates to relax and vent steam, but it also helped 
build teamwork and organizational skills.

At the end of  the day everyone agreed it was 
an amazing addition to the Mu Chapter event 
lineup, and plans are underway to continue 
this event in future semesters.

Capture the Flag

Continuing the tradition of  Capture the 
Flag matches with Tau Beta Pi, Mu Chap-
ter squared off  against the Engineering 
Honors Society once again this year with a 
friendly game of  CTF. Members from both 
societies met at night on campus and had 
a successful competitive and social event. 
In the end Mu Chapter persevered and 
won 1-0, breaking the 1-1 tie in last year’s 
match.

Member	Norman	and	officers	Jerry	and	Min	
ready the gear for battle.

Camo-clad HKNers blend in with their sur-
roundings.

Officer	Min	exhausted	from	his	studies,	seems	to	have	
mistaken	a	stop-sign	for	a	flag.
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Outreach
Outreach is all about strength-

ening connections with old 
friends while branching out to make 
new ones.  This year’s events were 
designed to further this purpose and 
even more successful than ever.

With Infosessions and Career Fairs 
aplenty, Mu Chapter continued 
building relations with industry 
while providing all of UC Berkeley 
with	ways	 to	find	work	experience	
and careers after college.  Our sec-
ond Alumni Broomball had an un-
precedented turnout, and combined 
with our Alumni Appreciation Din-
ners, these events maintain close ties 
with our members after they leave 
college.  Mu Chapter’s Student Re-
lations Committee strengthened our 
connections with other engineer-
ing societies and groups on campus 
with joint events such as Engineer-
ing Sports Night, Broomball, and 
Ultimate Frisbee.
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Outreach

Ultimate Frisbee was the game of  choice for 
this hot summer afternoon study break.  Mu 
Chapter and Berkeley’s Tau Beta Pi came 
together, mixed up the teams, and then 
started an action-packed small-field game.  
Such events strengthen ties between the two 
groups, allowing for better cooperation in 
other activities like Engineering for Kids 
Day.

Ultimate Frisbee

Engineering 
Sports Night

Hundreds of  engineering students turned 
out for Engineering Sports Night--both in 
the Fall and the Spring--put on by Mu Chap-
ter in conjunction with Tau Beta Pi. Every-
one spent hours playing football, soccer, Ul-
timate Frisbee, and dodge ball.

We provided snacks, fruit, water, and sports 
drinks to the competitors.  The event was held 
before the first candidate meeting as a good 
way to promote awareness of  HKN, while 
encouraging healthy exercise.

Competitors take a refreshing break after a 
hard night’s play.

Frisbee players warm up by tossing around 
the disk before the actual match.

Engineering students stretch before an action-
packed game of dodgeball.
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Broomball
Each semester Mu Chapter reaches out not 
only to its own alumni, but also other engi-
neering societies in what are some of  the most 
exciting events of  the semester: Broomball!
In one of  the larger events Mu Chapter hosts, 
alumni and candidates team up against cur-
rent officers and members in a legendary battle 
of  wits and high speed ice-running skills. The 

long standing alumni-candidate Broom-
ball dynasty was upset this Fall when the 
members and officers pulled off  a huge 
upset. In the Spring candidates and alum-
ni battled back and regained the Broom-
ball crown.

Players battle for the ball with both their feet 
and sticks alike.

Mu Chapter takes its wild picture after the game.

Twice a year, Mu Chapter hosts the 
Alumni Appreciation Dinner as one 
of  several events meant to keep in 
touch with past members. Everyone 
enjoys meeting for a family style din-
ner with past and present acquaintanc-
es.  Alumni turnout for these events is 
always high.

Alumni Appreciation 
Dinner

Alumni Sahand enjoys his food and a free balloon at 
Chevy’s in Emeryville.
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Outreach
InfoSessions

In order to reach out to the EECS student body 
here at UC Berkeley, as well as local employ-
ers, each semester Mu Chapter arranges for nu-
merous companies to come to our campus and 
hold infosessions. These events allow students 
to make industry contacts, while obtaining a 
better understanding of  what companies are 
looking for and learning what various compa-

nies have to offer. This past year we hosted not 
only such industry staples as Qualcomm, Cis-
co, Yahoo! and Amazon, but also smaller local 
companies such as Intercel.

EECS	 students,	 including	Mu	 Chapter	 offi-
cers pictured here, listen to a presentation by 
Qualcomm.

A company representative gives a talk about 
the relationship between people and large-

scale computing.

Amazon.com presents the cutting-edge search 
methods in their A9 system.
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Official	Business
Amidst all the exciting events 

Mu Chapter holds, the more 
“serious events” are not forgotten. 
Officers	gather	each	week	to	
discuss the past and present of the 
Mu	Chapter	in	the	officer	meetings.	
These discussions are announced in 
the general meetings, which keep 
candidates,	members,	and	officers		
up-to-date with what has been 
happening in the chapter, while 
letting them make new connections 
around a nice dinner.

Also, to welcome candidates and 
discuss the membership process 
as clearly as possible, a candidate 
meeting and conversation is held 
early in the semester to guide 
them towards their initiation and 
the banquet afterwards.  At the 
end of every year, the Mu Chapter 
Bridge Committee presents a 
slide-show containing entertaining 
and hilarious pictures and videos 
recalling the good times of the past 
semester.
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Official	Business
Retreat

The first weekend of  each semester 
HKN officers, past and present, travel 
to a remote location for the bi-annual 
Mu Chapter officer retreat. This retreat 
is designed to be both a fun diversion 
from the coming semester, as well as 

Officers	come	together	for	a	photoshoot	midway	
through their arduous hiking journey.

a team building exercise that allows old and 
new officers to come together, exchange in-
formation and ideas, and learn from one an-
other while strengthening friendships.
Events are planned for the entire weekend, in-
cluding board and console games, “Mafia”, 
and more. In the spring, snow related events 
such as snow ball fights occur, and in the Fall 

Mu	 Chapter	 officers	 display	 their	 happi-
ness and ferocity atop their masterpiece, the 
Mighty HKN Snowman-crushing snowball.

Ex-President Sameer proclaims victory in a 
game of Brawl.

officers gather around the television 
to cheer on the Cal football team. 
Officers emerge from the weekend 
with a better sense of  Mu Chapter, 
as well as a sense of  camaraderie 
and HKN spirit that fuels the com-
ing semester.
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MeetingsThroughout the semester Mu Chapter has 
various official officer and candidate meetings 
designed to not just address administrative 
matters, but also to strengthen social bonds 
and have a good time.
Each week all Mu officers gather together to 
discuss the coming and past week’s events 
and coordinate between the various branches.  
Mu Chapter also has three general meetings 
each semester.  Here, officers, candidates, and 
members get together and discuss all things 

HKN. During each meeting an invited 
EECS professor also gives a presentation 
on anything from research into artificial 
intelligence, to engineering life lessons, 
and even the story of  Bill Gates’ only 
published research paper.

Elections and 

Each semester, members get together  for 
6 to 8 hours the day after banquet to elect 
new officers to all positions for the next 
semester.  We have nominations, candi-
date speeches, discussions, and votes for 
each position.  Nominees talk about what 
they have to offer, their thoughts on the 
position, and what needs improvement.
Midnight meeting occurs the night of  
elections, where new and old officers 
come together to introduce themselves 

Candidates sing and dance the Can-Can at a 
General Meeting.

New	and	old	officers	gather	to	eat	and	talk	about	all	
things HKN.

and talk about what went well in the previous semester and what can be im-
proved upon in the next.

Mu Chapter grabs food at the end of the meet-
ing. Midnight Meeting
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Official	Business
Initiation and Banquet

New member Judy Hoffman 
and	officer	Darren	Lo	pose	at	
banquet.

Mu Chapter members attempt to hold up 
new member Niels Joubert after Initiation.

Everyone enjoys a lovely meal in San 
Francisco at Banquet.

As a capstone to each candidate’s semester, in the final 
week of  courses we hold HKN initiation. During ini-

Old and new members gather for a photo after 
initiation ceremonies.

tiation the traditions of  
HKN are instilled upon 
new members, and a his-
tory of  the organization 
and its ideals are pre-
sented. Members receive 
a certificate commem-
orating their achieve-
ment. After photos and 
congratulations, officers 

and members travel to our semesterly banquet.
At Banquet, past and present members and offi-
cers gather to celebrate another amazing year of  
Mu Chapter events at a semi-formal event. Dur-
ing the dinner the Bridge committee presents a 
slideshow of  pictures and videos recapping the 
semester, and various humorous officer awards 
are given. During this event outstand-
ing new members are also recognized. 
In the Fall, this event was held at 
Capurro’s on Fisherman’s Wharf, and 
in the Spring at the Argonaut Hotel.
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2007-2008 Initiates

Ebby (Yusuf) Amirebrahimi 
Ashish Chaudhari 

Guan Xi (Andy) Chen
Evan Chou

Gilbert Kuang Chou
Adit Dalvi

Matt (Charles) Hammond
Noah Johnson-Walls

Joseph (Tin Heng) Lai
Steven Lee

TJ (Taejun) Lee
William Li

Kevin (Kyung yul) Lim

Grant (Guan) Liu
Brandon Myers

Tony (Phuc Xuan) Nguyen
Paul Pearce
James Peng
Arjun Singh
Jason Tsai

Arun Vijayvergiya
John Wang

David Wong
Jinghao Yan
Jimmy Yang
David Zeng

Yasin Aalipour
Gabor Angeli
Royal Chan

Phillip Chang
Aileen Chen
George Chen

Siddharth Dangi
Matthew Ekstrand-Abueg

Ken Elkabany
Wayne Fang
Suraj Gowda
Newton Hang
Reid Hironaga
Judy Hoffman

Kevin Liu
Jillian Moore

John (Chi-Hong) Ng
Wei Hua Peng

Jared Prudhomme
Nandan Sridhar

Henry Su
Michael Tao
Brian Taylor

Yuta Toriyama
Jonathan Tse

Chanh Vo
Glen Wong
Pohan Yang

Angela Hsueh
Shervin Javdani

Yiding Jia
Adam Jiang
Niels Joubert

Brian Jue
Brian Kim

Akshay Krishnamurthy
Brian Lam

Norman Lee
Walter (Fei) Lee

Fan Li
James Liao
Ingrid Liu

Fall 2007

Spring 2008
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Officer	Corps
Officers Fall 2007 Spring 2008
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
Activities
Activities
Activities
Alumni Relations
Bridge Correspondent
Bridge Correspondent
Bridge Correspondent
Bridge Correspondent
Computing Services
Computing Services
Computing Services
Computing Services
Department Relations
EJC Representative
Exam Files 
Industrial Relations
Industrial Relations
Industrial Relations
Industrial Relations 
Publicity
Publicity
Student Relations
Student Relations
Tutoring
Tutoring
Tutoring
Alumni Advisor
Faculty Advisor

Albert Lai
Lahini Arunachalam
Michael Chang
Johnny Tran
Ben Blackman
Sandy Wiraatmadja
Hong Hu
Vishay Nihalani
Eugene Li
Shah Bawany
Ed Chen
Arpad Kovacs
Jerry Zhang
Hisham Zarka
Ryan Zheng
Keaton Mowery

Jeff Jensen 
Suhaas Prasad
Chris Lay 
Mehdi Abderezai
Jian Yuan Wong
Stephen Shum
Patrick Au
Aimee Moriwaki
Alan Wu
Nir Ackner

Darren Lo
Michelle Au

Danny Tom
Anant Sahai

Johnny Tran
Nir Ackner
Michael Chang
Darren Lo
Min Xu
Sandy Wiraatmadja
Angela Hsueh
Wayne Fang
Vishay Nihalani
George Chen
Keaton Mowery
Brian Taylor

Yasin Aalipour
Brian Kim
Jared Prudhomme
Ryan Zheng
Suhaas Prasad

Chris Lay 
Judy Hoffman
Shervin Javdani
Niels Joubert
Ingrid Liu
Brian Lam
James Liao 
Matthew Ekstrand-Abueg 
Jerry Zhang
Michelle Au
Suraj Gowda
Michael Tao
Danny Tom
Anant Sahai
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September 2007
Sep08  Members Potluck
Sep 13  Members Ice Cream Social
Sep 25  Candidate Meeting
Sep 28  Ice Cream Social
Sep 30  Soccer

October 2007
Oct 05  UPE Broomball
Oct 7  Jelly Belly Factory Tour
Oct 10  Game Night
Oct 11  General Meeting I
Oct 14  Photo Scavenger Hunt
Oct 20  Making Strides Against Breast Cancer
Oct 20  Engineering Sports Night
Oct 21  Mini Golf
Oct 24  Fenton’s Night
Oct 30  Pumpkin Carving

November 2007
Nov 01  General Meeting II
Nov 02  Alumni Broomball
Nov 04  SF Comedy Showcase
Nov 06  Capture The Flag with TBP
Nov 09  Alumni Appreciation Dinner
Nov 12  Staff Appreciation Bake Off
Nov 13  Crafts Night
Nov 14  General Meeting III
Nov 16  Ice Skating
Nov 17  Potluck
Nov 18  Alameda Food Bank
Nov 19  Uhuru Holiday Pies
Nov 27  Midnight Big C Hike
Nov 29  Faces of EECS Research
Nov 30  Lunch with the Prez
Nov 30  BBQ

December 2007
Dec 01  Dim Sum

Calendar of Events
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February 2008
Feb 08  Members Ice Cream Social
Feb 10  Members Meeting and Potluck
Feb 22  Engineering Sports Night
Feb 23  Engineering for Kids Day
Feb 25  Candidate Meeting
Feb 29  Candidate Ice Cream Social

March 2008
Mar 02  Scharffenberger Factory Tour
Mar 04  General Meeting I
Mar 08  Renew the Zoo
Mar 09  Broomball with UPE
Mar 13  Bowling Night
Mar 14  Pi Night
Mar 15  Photo Scavenger Hunt
Mar 16  SF Comedy Showcase
Mar 19  Crafts Night

April 2008
Apr 06  Paintball
Apr 09  Game Night
Apr 10  General Meeting II
Apr 11  Alumni Broomball
Apr 12  Cal Day
Apr 13  Ultimate Frisbee
Apr 18  Rock Climbing
Apr 19  Earth Day Creek Cleanup
Apr 20  Big C Hike
Apr 23  General Meeting III
Apr 23  Capture the Flag
Apr 24  Fenton’s Night
Apr 25  Alumni Appreciation Dinner
Apr 26  Potluck
Apr 27  Atom’s Science Club Intro to E&M
Apr 29  Staff Appreciation Bakeoff

May 2008
May 02 Root Beer Float Night
May 04 Dim Sum
May 13 LAN Party

Calendar of Events
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Chapter Timesheet
Events      Work Hours Fun Hours New / Continuing Semester

Service
Alameda Food Bank    90  0  Continuing  Fall
Atom’s Science Club Intro to E&M  30  0  New   Spring
Cal Day     24  0  Continuing  Spring 
Course Surveys    250  0  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Donut / Pizza Runs    30  10  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Exam Files     300  0  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Earth Day Creek Cleanup   120  0  New   Spring
Engineering for Kids Day   70  6  New   Spring
Faces of EECS Research   20  14  Continuing  Fall
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer 100  0  Continuing  Fall
Peer Advising     30  0  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Renew the Zoo    80  60  Continuing  Spring
Staff Appreciation Bake Off   64  30  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Tutoring     1920  0  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Uhuru Holiday Pies    90  10  Continuing  Fall

Total      3218  130

Outreach
Alumni Appreciation Dinner   10  240  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Alumni Broomball    2  200  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Career Fair     360  0  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Capture the Flag with TBP   4  100  New   Fall
Corporate Infosessions   500  0  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Engineering Sports Night   10  180  Continuing  Fall / Spring
UPE Broomball    5  80  New   Fall / Spring
Ultimate Frisbee with TBP   2  32  New   Spring

Total      893  832
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Events      Work Hours Fun Hours New / Continuing Semester

Social
BBQ      8  40  Continuing  Fall
Big C Hike     4  120  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Bowling Night     2  60  Continuing  Spring
Crafts Night     6  120  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Dim Sum     4  100  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Fenton’s     4  120  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Game Night     2  120  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Ice Cream Social    6  180  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Ice Skating     2  80  Continuing  Fall
Jelly Belly Factory Tour   2  60  Continuing  Fall
Lunch with the Prez    1  40  Continuing  Fall
Mini Golf     2  80  Continuing  Fall
Paintball     6  80  New   Spring
Photo Scavenger Hunt   25  180  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Pi Night     2  60  Continuing  Spring
Potluck     30  300  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Pumpkin Carving    3  60  Continuing  Fall
Rock Climbing    4  80  New   Spring
Root Beer Float Night    2  120  Continuing  Spring
Scharffenberger Factory Tour   4  60  New   Spring
SF Comedy Showcase   4  160  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Soccer      1  60  Continuing  Fall

Total      124  2280

Official Business
Annual Report     100  0  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Candidate Conversations   24  0  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Candidate Meeting    60  300  Continuing  Fall / Spring
General Meetings    112  1600  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Initiation and Banquet    650  900  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Members Meeting    20  200  Continuing  Fall / Spring
Officer	Elections	 	 	 	 640	 	 0	 	 Continuing	 	 Fall	/	Spring
Officer	Meetings	 	 	 	 720	 	 360	 	 Continuing	 	 Fall	/	Spring
Officer	Retreats	 	 	 	 25	 	 1500	 	 Continuing	 	 Fall	/	Spring
Online Yearbook    50  0  Continuing  Fall / Spring

Total      2401  4860

Grand Total:  14738    6636  8102

Chapter Timesheet
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Credits
Design and Production
Fall 2008 Bridge Committee

Matthew Ekstrand-Abueg
Brandon Myers

Kyung yul Lim
Paul Pearce

Photography
Fall 2007 & Spring 2008 Bridge Committee

Shah Bawany
Ed Chen

Arpad Kovacs
Jerry Zhang

George Chen
Keaton Mowery

Brian Taylor

Proofing
Nir Ackner
Albert Lai

Vishay Nihalani

Ed Chen
Brian Lam

Ryan Zheng

Angela Hsueh
Chris Lay

& Fall	2008	Office	Corps

Special Thanks
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